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• Idea born of a cocreation workshop 

• launched in 2021 by the Brussels-Capital 
Region 

• for the tourism sector 

• in order to reassure visitors and guarantee 
compliance with the hygiene conditions and 
health measures in force at the time of the 
stay

• Designed to last after the Covid crises, to 
prevent future health crises

CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES



SOCOTEC, our certification partner

With operations in 21 countries, SOCOTEC Certification 
International has been providing management systems assessment 
and accredited ISO certification services for more than 25 years, 
supporting 13,000 clients worldwide.
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THE LABEL TODAY
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Who can get the label? The label is aimed at the tourism and cultural sectors. In other words:

• Attractions & museums

• Tourist accommodation

• Guided tours

• Restaurants and bars

• Venues

In order to obtain the label, all operators must respect generic measures and minimum prevention rules based on 
the protocol specific to each sector to ensure safe contacts and thus protect the health of the public.

WHO CAN GET THE LABEL? 

https://visit.brussels/site/binaries/content/assets/pdf/label_hygiene_securite/reglement-usage-label-socotec-fr.pdf
https://visit.brussels/site/binaries/content/assets/pdf/label_hygiene_securite/plan_de_protectioncovid_fr.pdf
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• Free of charge 

• All they need to do is send an application form containing the required files.

• For each document, we have prepared either a template that you can simply complete, or an 

example that you can use as a basis. Click here to download all templates and examples. 

• When sending your files, please respect the nomenclature of your files (structure of the names 

of the documents) as indicated in the list of required documents.

• Your application should be sent to label@visit.brussels

• a specific protocol for tourist residences and homestays. Please contact us 

at label@visit.brussels

Find here all information.

HOW TO OBTAIN THE LABEL

https://visit.brussels/site/binaries/content/assets/pdf/label_hygiene_securite/liste-documents-demande-labellisation-socotec-fr.pdf
https://visit.brussels/site/binaries/content/assets/pdf/label_hygiene_securite/dossier-candidature-fr.zip
https://visit.brussels/site/binaries/content/assets/pdf/label_hygiene_securite/liste-documents-demande-labellisation-socotec-fr.pdf
mailto:label@visit.brussels
mailto:label@visit.brussels
https://www.visit.brussels/en/professionals/partners/labels-awards/the-label-focussing-on-health-safety-for-the-brussels-tourism-se
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✓ you will receive a certificate and communication materials 

✓ visible on the website

✓ In crisis time:

✓ proof of the implementation of health measures by the labelled establishment

✓ relaunch of online training for staff on quality reception in a health crisis 

✓ the label will be promoted via a communications campaign coordinated by 
visit.brussels

✓ Label renewal: establishments bearing the label will be checked by visit.brussels’s certification 

partner

ONCE ACCEPTED



EXAMPLE OF DOCUMENTS TO BE 

PROVIDED in crises time

✓ A declaration of honour of a commitment to your health protocol (SMRS)

✓ Proof that your employers and external parties (suppliers/customers) have been informed of the health 

measures (meeting minutes, emails).

✓ Proof of the health risk assessment (internal document) 

✓ Setting up an access/exit/organisation protocol at the workplace and displaying it (doc. and pics)

✓ Setting up an access protocol to the building for external users and displaying it (documents and pics).

✓ Setting up a cleaning and/or disinfection protocol

✓ The implementation of a procedure for the management of suspected cases of contamination

✓ Proof that you have a file (on pc for example) which contains all these documents (print screen).
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o obtain the label, the Penta Hotel has implemented a series 
of specific measures to make its guests' stay as pleasant as 
possible, with its "between us" concept. With floor markings, 
installation of hand sanitiser gel dispensers, adaptation of 
breakfast, provision of hooks to avoid touching door handles 
and lift buttons, they have done everything possible to make 
customers feel comfortable and reassured in their ("between 
us") bubble. 

"We were immediately enthusiastic about getting the label. 
Customers who wish to continue travelling find it difficult to 
navigate the amount of information they receive on a daily 

basis. Can I still go to my destination? What security measures 
are in place? Which places are safe? Thanks to this label, guests 

no longer need to worry about finding a safe place to enjoy 
their stay with complete peace of mind. The label will show 

them the way," said Kristof Lemmens, Area General Manager. 



In this mansion hotel, everything has been done to meet the 
criteria of the label and allow visitors to make the most of the 
various facilities available to them. The measures taken by the 
establishment to ensure its guests have a pleasant stay include 
plexiglass at reception, disinfection of the rooms, 
reorganisation and rearrangement of breakfast, QR code for 
menus and information in the rooms and the provision of 
sanitiser gel. 

"As an independent hotel, it is quite difficult to access a 
certification system. For us, it was therefore important that 
visit.brussels create this label and allow us to apply for it. I 

wanted to be one of the first hotels to have it. Our application 
allowed us to challenge ourselves and improve. The label will 
reassure our customers and create a relationship of trust with 

them. We are going to use it in all our communications. It really 
is a good thing for us," said Martin Duchateau, hotel manager.



Why is it important to be labelled for a guidance organisation? 
Because, as the national motto says, the Union makes the Force. The label 
makes it possible to create a network of protagonists of tourism and 
hospitality in Brussels that reassures potential visitors and clients; the more 
we are, the more we can offer "labelled" tours to reassure visitors. We have 
already had the opportunity to use the label as an argument for positive 
discussions with customers who needed to feel reassured. And even towards 
our guides, it shows our benevolence and sense of responsibility. Brussels is a 
beautiful city that can and should be visited safely.

How did the process for Itinéraires go?  We had a few questions to ask VB 
about the forms, as some of them were more for special venues/hotels... 
once we received the quick answer, we implemented the system, sent the 
proof via email and we got the confirmation a few days later.

What problems were encountered?  How were they solved?  Only the doubt 
about the documents, but in 2 mails it was clarified.



To meet the criteria for obtaining the label, Bruxelles Bavard asbl, an 
association of guides, used the award protocol established by 
visit.brussels, adapting it to its sector of activity. Before a visit, a list of 
rules is sent to visitors and guides to ensure everyone's safety. With 
audioguides to ensure social distancing systematically cleaned after 
each visit, the provision of hand sanitiser gel, the wearing of masks 
and a ban on touching the monuments, everything is in place to allow 
visitors to discover Brussels differently and with complete peace of 
mind. 

"Obtaining the label is really very important for us. We find it essential 
to show the public that measures have been put in place. The label 

allows us to certify that the measures we have taken are adequate and 
help to protect customers. This is an important sign to our clients. It is 
a tangible way of proving to them that it is entirely possible to enjoy a 
guided tour in complete safety," said Sacha Seggai and Dominika Figini 

Kasprzyk, President and employee respectively of Bruxelles Bavard 
asbl, with one voice.



Located in the heart of the European quarter, Spa 30 has quickly put 
in place a series of measures to reassure its Belgian and foreign 
clients. The concrete actions that have been implemented by the 
establishment include reducing the number of places in meeting 
rooms to ensure social distancing, taking temperatures at the 
entrance, plexiglass at the reception, regular cleaning and 
disinfection of the premises, provision of hand sanitiser gel and 
introduction of flow direction. 

"We have had to reinvent ourselves so that our customers can 
continue to meet with their contacts. In particular, we offer them 

semi-virtual/semi-face-to-face meetings to limit the number of 
people present in meeting rooms. The entire QED team has been 

working to meet all the label's criteria. Obtaining the label is 
essential for us because it will enable us to reassure our Belgian and 

foreign clients and show them that it is still possible to organise 
meetings and conventions in the best conditions," 

said Alina Gervan, HR & Finance Manager.



BOZAR strongly believes that art and well-being are closely linked. Art 
is good for you, especially in times of corona. BOZAR has introduced 
many measures in order to guarantee safe and comfortable visitor 
access. Everything has been thought of to welcome our visitors safely: 
online ticket reservations; restricting the number of people; 
designating time slots for exhibition visits, establishing clear and 
prominent signs to ensure that social distancing is maintained; 
marking routes; paperless communication via the website and the 
BOZAR-app…

“Ensuring public safety and access to culture in these troubled times is 
our priority. By obtaining the Brussels Health Safety Label, we are able 
to encourage the public to visit places dedicated to culture – a sector 
that has been greatly affected by the COVID crisis – and to reinforce 
the idea that the artistic and cultural experience is a pillar of human 

well-being and harmony.” - Paul Dujardin, CEO & Artistic Director 
BOZAR



In this establishment, the recommendations are also followed to the 
letter. The measures include the reduction of the number of tables by 
50% to ensure social distancing, provision of hand sanitiser gel, floor 
markings, direction of flow, entry to and exit from the establishment 
through two different doors, and separate portions of salt, pepper and 
other condiments. With regard to staff, the small team of five people 
respects the rules established by the NSC on a daily basis and tries to 
encourage clients to do the same. 

"A few months ago, no one expected to be in a situation like this. Our 
application allowed us to discipline and challenge ourselves. The label 
will really make our day-to-day life easier in our communications with 
our Belgian and foreign customers. This is not a short-term approach. 

The measures that have been put in place to obtain the label are 
useful today but will remain so tomorrow. After this crisis, we will 

continue to respect barrier measures so that our customers can fully 
enjoy their experience in our restaurant," said Ilhame Talbi Paloma, 

restaurant manager. 



visit.brussels decided last year to offer the Tram a small technical refreshment, which was also an opportunity to modernise 
its gastronomic concept and its look & feel. For the reopening, scheduled for autumn 2020, we obviously had to adapt to 
the sanitary rules in force in the hotel and catering sector (e.g. adaptation of the accommodation capacity, implementation 
of specific protocols, etc.) as we wanted to strictly respect all government measures and ensure the safety of everyone on 
board. 

Advantages of the Hygiene Label:
• Delivered by an external actor, guaranteeing its neutrality  
• Help in thinking about and setting up the various health protocols (staff and clients) thanks to pre-established templates. 
• A common and coherent visibility between actors of the sector 
• Visibility for the public and therefore a contributing element in reassuring customers

Application process: 
• easy and efficient 
• A step-by-step description of the application stages 
• A list of pre-established templates for the constitution of the file 
• A quick, clear and expert response from SOCOTEC

The Label is expected to be awarded from the launch of the Tram Experience, when we will then be able to provide a 
pictures of the interior installations, proof of what we put forward in our application. 




